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Abstract

The environmental crisis is one of the most pressing concerns to face the population of the world today. The debate centres on the way in which our current problems are of recent making and how we might fix them. But in reality the issue is far more fundamental than that and it stretches back further in time than many of us might think. This book traces the origins of our present situation to the changes that came about with the introduction of farming to Britain 6000 years ago and the inexorable course of human development since then. This is a course which has set us on the path to catastrophe. However, there is hope. The book also looks at the much older traits from a way of life long gone in Britain, from the hunter-gatherers who lived here over the millennia before the introduction of farming. These traits, almost forgotten, but never quite lost, are still to be found in society today. They are now re-surfacing and may hold many of the keys to our continued existence. This is a book about the way we live and the attitudes we hold. It is a book about archaeology and the influence of the past on the present. It is also a book about the future.
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Young girl Eli lives on the farm since birth, she likes a calm, measured rural life. She works in the field, looks after animals and feels quite happy. But recently she began to notice that the scarecrow, located near the sheds became somehow strange. This is difficult to explain, but there was a feeling that they arbitrarily change their positions and poses, as well as voices. Perhaps this is someone's evil joke or the other-world forces have interfered in the matter. Help the beautiful woman reveal the secret in the game Farm of Fear. Fear.Farm is the Upper Cumberland's newest Haunted Attraction featuring Zombie Hunt Paintball Adventure, Creepy Corn Maze, and Entertainment Zone. Phobia Haunted House & Trail. Journey through Fear.Farm's Creepy Corn Trail and discover what lurks in the shadows. Read More ». Online tickets sold out.